Advanced Topics in Information Mathematics （情報数理特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
1st
2
Fumitaka Yura

1．Aims
Goal of this lecture is to understand the modeling of complex systems by
means of cellular automata.
2．Summary
The cellular automaton is the dynamical system with discrete variables.
This course treats (1) the computational and informational aspects of cellular
automata, and (2) applications derived from physical and biological systems.
3．Course Schedule
1-2. Introduction to Formal Languages and Cellular Automata
3-4. Basics of Discrete Dynamical Systems
5-7. Differential Equation, Difference Equation, and Cellular Automata
8. One-Dimensional Cellular Automata
9. Two-Dimensionall Cellular Automata
10-11. Reversibility, Edge of Chaos, and Phase Transition
12-13. Self-Replication and Universal Computation
14-15. Other Topics (Reaction-Diffusion Systems, Integrable Cellular
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Advanced Topics in Nonlinear Mathematics （非線形数理特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
1st
2
V. Riabov

1．Aims
Title: Transition from simple to complex behavior in nonlinear models: Linear
systems -> Hamiltonian dynamics -> dissipative oscillations -> bifurcations
and chaos
Aim: To study how chaos arises in simple models (systems of ordinary
differential equations) like Duffing oscillator
2．Summary
Chaos often appears in simple models describing the behavior of various
objects in almost all branches of modern science. The main source of
complex behavior in mathematical models expressed in the form of
differential equations is the non-linearity, i.e. nonlinear relations between
velocities and coordinates.
Two analytic methods are studied in detail: Hamiltonian formalism and
asymptotic expansion. The first one allows visualizing possible types of
motion in dynamical systems without friction, whereas the second one can
be used for more complex dissipative cases. The phenomenon of nonlinear
resonance accompanied by hysteresis and amplitude jumps is described in
both Hamiltonian and dissipative cases. Finally, several strongly nonlinear
effects, such as period doubling bifurcations and chaos are studied
numerically.
3．Course Schedule
1. Differential equations as real world models. Linear and nonlinear
oscillators.
2. Linear oscillator with harmonic excitation. Frequency response curve.
Resonance.
3. Hamiltonian formalism in mechanics. Applications to other disciplines, like
electronic circuits or electromagnetic field theory.
4. Phase portrait, fixed points and separatrix.
5. Stability of fixed points.
6.Multiple scales method applied to the Duffing oscillator with harmonic
excitation. Part 1.
7.Multiple scales method applied to the Duffing oscillator with harmonic
excitation. Part 2.
8. Principal resonance. Frequency response curve of Duffing oscillator.
9. Jump phenomenon as an example of saddle-node bifurcation.
10. Period doubling cascade as a typical route to a chaotic attractor.
11. Bifurcation diagram: an illustration of transitions between different
attractors.
12-14. Numerical experiments with Duffing oscillator.
4．References
1. J. M. T. Thompson and H. B. Stewart. Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos.
John Wiley and Sons, Chichester (1986).
2. A. H. Nayfeh and D. T. Mook. Nonlinear Oscillations. John Wiley and Sons,
New York (1979, 1995)
5．Assessment
Attendance, homework
６．Keywords
Deterministic chaos, bifurcation, hamiltonian systems, dissipative systems
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Advanced Topics in System Mathematics （システム数理特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
1st
2
Asaki Saito

1．Aims
This lecture introduces the basic knowledge of
Complex Systems
Information Science such as "modeling", "prediction", and "control".
2．Summary
This course surveys advanced topics of neural networks that are
frequently used for making a model of an unknown system from observed
data. The student can acquire a wide knowledge of neural networks,
ranging from basic problems of learning to practical applications.
3．Course Schedule
1. Models of a neuron (3 weeks)
2. Neural networks and chaos (2 weeks)
3. Learning algorithms other than Back Propagation (2 weeks)
4. Boltzmann Machine (Gibbs Sampler) (2 weeks)
5. Optimization (1 week)
6. Learning theory of Back Propagation (1 week)
7. Generalization (2 weeks)
8. Application to some problems in cognitive science (1 week)
9. Control (1 week)
4．References
Reference book: S. Haykin, Neural Networks, 2d ed. Prentice-Hall.
Other reference books will be introduced during class time.
5．Assessment
Some reports.
６．Keywords
neural network, learning, complex system, chaos

—
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Advanced Topics in Mathematical Analysis （数理解析特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
2nd
2
Satoshi Kawaguchi

1．Aims
The purpose is to learn special functions and integral transforms in
quantum mechanics.
2．Summary
In this lecture, we learn special functions, integral transforms by reading a
text book.
3．Course Schedule
1.,2.: Review of complex function theory
3.,4.,5.: Legendre's polynomials and spherical harmonics
6.,7.,8.: Bessel functions
9.,10.: Steepest descent method
11.,12.,13.: Hermite polynomial and Laguerre polynomial
14.,15.: Fourier tansform and Laplace transform
4．References
Japanese book and references as mentioned above.
5．Assessment
Reports, attendance, terminal examination.
６．Keywords
special function, integral transform
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Advanced Topics in Applied Complex Systems （応用複雑系特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
2nd
2
Yoshitaro Tanaka

1．Aims
Understanding the way of analysis and mathematical modeling for the partial
differential equations of second order.
2．Summary
By the basic partial differential equations of second order that are typically
used in physical, chemical and biological phenomena, the way of analysis and
mathematical modeling will be explained.
3．Course Schedule
1．Elliptic equation and related phenomena
2．Analysis of the Elliptic equation
3．Derivation of the diffusion equation
4-5．Mathematical modelings by reaction diffusion equation
6-7．Stability analysis of equilibrium point
8-9．Diffusion driven instability
10-11．Mathematical analysis of reaction diffusion equations
12．Energy method
13．Application of the nonlinear problem
14．Singular limit analysis
15．Summary
4．References
Haruo Murakami, Differential equation, Shinyosya, 1997,
ISBN:4-7885-0617-3
Agemi et al, Differential, Kyoritsu Shuppan, 2014,
ISBN:978-4-320-11081-6
Agemi et al, Integration, Kyoritsu Shuppan, 2014,
ISBN:978-4-320-11087-8，
5．Assessment
By the reports
６．Keywords
Analysis, partial differential equations, linear, nonlinear
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Advanced Topics in Complex Systems （複雑系システム特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
1st
2
Shigeru
Sakurazawa

1．Aims
The course introduces special topics about information representation,
constructive approach (construction of complex systems) and computing
paradigm as Keywords for complex system science.
2．Summary
Through constructing the complex system in which many elements interact
each other and new characteristic of the whole system emerge, we will think
about new information processing. From such a view point, the course
focuses on the concrete examples of characteristics of biological systems,
biological phenomena, non-equilibrium thermodynamics, self-organization
and autonomy. Students need no spetial background knowledge. Everybody
can take this course.
3．Course Schedule
1. General theory
・Information expression about phenomena
・Constructive approach
・Computation Paradigm
2. Biological systems and information
・emergent systems
・autonomy of systems
・Physics of spontaneity - basics of thermodynamics
・Concept of non-equilibrium thermodynamics and entropy
・Self-organization
・Motor proteins
・Origins of life
3. Internal measurment
・Internal measurment and autonomy
・Theory of sence
・Perception and action in ecological psychology
・Physical movement and biological movement
・Selection and juggling action
4．References
Nothing
5．Assessment
Students are evaluated by only final report. There will be no exam.
６．Keywords
complex systems, biological systems, non-equilibrium thermodynamics,
self-organization, autonomy
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An Introduction to Intelligent Information Science （知能情報科学通論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
1st
2
Asuka Terai
Hajime Murai

1．Aims
The lecture introduces the philosophy of artificial intelligence.
2．Summary
This lecture presents the fundamental concepts of the recent artificial
intelligence research. You can learn how the recent AI ideas such as
partiality of information, embodiment, real-time algorithms so on become
more important than physical symbol system hypothesis. And we study how
the important concepts are implmented in the real world systems by some
examples.
3．Course Schedule
The lecture is designed to learn basic concepts underlying intelligence
information science.
Aiming to touch on latest researches, presentation and discussions will be
held after reading papers. The contents of the lecture are the following:
・History of AI researches
・Change of thinking about AI
・Classical AI
・ Intelligence based on embodiment
・relationships between AI and robot researches
・Basic problems of Intelligence information science
4．References
References are introduced in the lecture.
5．Assessment
The exercises/presentation 80% and the learning attitude 20%.
６．Keywords
Artificial intelligence, bahavior-based intelligence, frame problem, symbol
grounding problem
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History and Future of Intelligent Systems （知能システムの歴史と未来）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
2nd
2
Ian Frank

1．Aims
In this course, students will tackle the key questions 'What is intelligence?'
and 'What is an intelligent system?'
There are many ways to approach these questions, so the class will start by
working together to decide what focus appeals to that year's participants.
Some past classes have been teacher-led, some have been workshops, and
some have involved excursions outside FUN.
Whatever pedagogy is used, we will take a historical and philosophical
perspective, especially trying to draw on literature and cultural sources.
2．Summary
The scope of the course is potentially vast, including for example Ancient
Greek theories on the philosophy of mind, philosophical debates about the
nature of the universe (eg, the watchmaker argument), intelligent systems in
literature, the history of pscyhometric testing and of multiple intelligences and
IQ, as well as predictions about the future of artificial intelligence (the
possibility of a 'singularity').
Each year, we try to find and work on the questions and subjects in
which the students have an interest.
3．Course Schedule
The plan depends on the students that enrol. In general, I expect that this will
not be a traditional 'lectured' course. Students will be challenged to think for
themselves, and to use and develop their own critical faculties (itself a
meta-theme on intelligence). The first class will be activity based, so please
come prepared to take part.
Richard Saul Wurman calls teaching a "binary choice": teach about what you
already know or teach about what you would like to learn.
I prefer, as him, the latter. So, this class will try to have the lecturer run his
"mind parallel to the mind of a student, rather than acting as a director of
traffic". I realise that this is a high goal, but I don't think that all classes at
FUN should be teacher-led.
4．References
I would like students to prepare for this course by reading as widely as
possible. I have a list of good English sources, and will be expanding with
Japanese references. Please see the page portal.fun.ac.jp/~ianf/Courses/hp
All students registering for this course are required to read,
*before* the start of the course at least one of "The Diamond Age" by Neal
Steaphenson and "The Difference Engine" by William Gibson and Bruce
Sterling (both available in Japanese).
5．Assessment
Attendance and student reports/projects. There will be no exam, since
one question we may examine will be 'Can intelligence be measured by a
test?' One possible goal of the class will be to produce something that
can be published or demonstrated outside FUN.
６．Keywords

—
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An Introduction to Intelligent Systems Programming （知能システムプログラミング通論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
1st
2
Koji Kato

1．Aims
This lecture introduces the programming methods using machine learning.
2．Summary
In the research, it is important to verifying the methods as well as theoretical
learning.
Therefore, in this lecture, students program several kinds of basic machine
learning methods and verify the differences of those methods.
3．Course Schedule
This course make use of following methods.
・Neural network
・Genetic programming
・Support vector machine
Finally an applied problem using these methods.
4．References
5．Assessment
Attendances and Reports.
６．Keywords
Programming, Machine learning, Presentation

—
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Advanced Topics in Adaptive Systems （適応システム特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
2nd
2
Sadayoshi Mikami
Seiji Takagi

1．Aims
This lecture aims at understanding the basics of adaptive systes. By this
lecture, students will be able to choose appropriate adaptive methods to a
given problem. The methods includes some traditional classification machine
learning algorithms, Bio-Inspired Computing, and Reinforcement Learning
methods.
2．Summary
To make a robot or an autonomous software/hardware agent, it is esseential
to have a functionarity that responds properly to its environment. Such an
adaptive mechanism inherently involves in an ability to learn and optimize
from experiences. This lecture introduces some basic methods of learning
and optimizing by experiences, such as Reinforcement learning and
Bio-Inspired Computing methods. As a sideway, this lecture also touches with
some topics relating to standard machine learning algorithms, including Naive
Bayes, Learning from Examples, and Support Vector Machines.
3．Course Schedule
Part-I: Basics of Adaptive systems (ex. Reinforcement Learning and traditional
machine learning methods) by Mikami S.
Part-II: Basics of Bio-Inspired Computation (ex. Swarm Intelligence) by Takagi,
S.
4．References
Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Ian H. Witten,
et al., Morgan Kaufmann, 2011.
Biologically Inspired Optimization Methods, Mattias Wahde, WIT Press, 2009.
5．Assessment
Final report (50%), exercises during lectures (50%).
６．Keywords
Machine Learning, Data Mining, Robot, Agent, Reinforcement Learning, Naive
Bayes, SVM, Statistical Learning Algorithms, Ant Colony Optimisation, Bio
Inspired Computation, Particle swarm optimization
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Advanced Topics in Autonomous System 1 （自律システム特論Ⅰ）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
1st
2
Ei-Ichi Osawa

1．Aims
Several well known agent and multiagent theories and systems are
introduced. Also, we discuss design of agent systems and application of
agent systems.
2．Summary
This lecture covers various theories of agent and multiagent systems. Agent
is an intelligent and autonomous entity, and multiagent systems consists of
multiple agents. These theories include practical reasoning, interaction among
agents, design methodology, and applications.
3．Course Schedule
1. Introduction
2. Intelligent agents
3. Agent oriented programming
4. Practical reasoning agents
5. Rective and hybrid agents
6. Multiagent interaction
7. Reaching agreements
8. Communication
9. Collaboration
10. Methodology
11. Applications
4．References
Michael Wooldridge, "An Introduction to MultiAgent Systems", Wiley.
5．Assessment
Assessment will be done based on three reports and one programming
assignment.
６．Keywords
Agent, multiagent, practical reasoning, communication, reactive agent,
collaboration.

—
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Advanced Topics in Autonomous System 2 （自律システム特論Ⅱ）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
2nd
2
Shoji Suzuki,
Yasuyuki Sumi

1．Aims
The aim of this course is to provide the fundamental knowledge for realizing
autonomous and intelligent systems.
2．Summary
For realizing autonomous intelligent systems, it is indispensable to understand
and utilize the theory and method to select appropriate behaviors according
to self/environmental situation. This course focuses on location estimation
(localization) by robot and human activity estimation. Topics include robot
navigation, Kalman filter, activity recognition by accelerometer data, situation
estimation of human sorial interactions, and so on.
3．Course Schedule
4．References
5．Assessment
We evaluate based on homework reports and in-class practice.
６．Keywords
robot, localization, Kalman filter, multimodal data, situation understanding
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Advanced Topics in Intelligent Media （知能メディア特論）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st or 2nd Year
2nd
2
Keiji Hirata

1．Aims
Students learn the fundamental knowledge and skills of
The knowledge and skills are applicable to the other
paralanguage, body motion, and video. Students raise
meta-thinking by overlooking the media processing through

musical meaning.
media, such as
their senses for
music.

2．Summary
1. Students learn music informatics through lectures.
2. The lecturer introduces students to study cases and cutting edge
researches by picking up papers. Students surveys research papers.
3. As for assignments, students make presentations on the programs written
by themselves and resulting data.
3．Course Schedule
1. Semiotics
2. Theory of Model
3. Musical Semantics
4. Gestalt in music
5. Prerequisites for studying music
6. Music Theory 1: Generative Theory of Tonal Music
7. Music Theory 2: Tonal Pitch Space
8. Music Theory 3: Implication-Realization Model
9. Musical Creativity by AI
10. Machine Learning in Music Information Processing (DNN, Bayesian
inference)
4．References
Tojo and Hirata, Music, Mathematics, and Language - Opening a New
Horizon for Music by Information Science-, Kindaikagakusha (2017). In
Japanese.
The lecturer designates them as needed.
He distributes handouts during classes and/or uploads on the Web.
5．Assessment
The results of assignments, reports submitted, and presentations on research
surveys are taken into account comprehensively.
Attendances may be taken into account.
６．Keywords
Music informatics, theory, analysis, generation, model, creativity
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Project Study 1 （課題研究Ⅰ）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st Year
1st or 2nd
2
Advisors

1．Aims
The aims of the course are that students experience practical research
promotion process and acquire research methodology, research techniques,
basic theory and skills.
2．Summary
Students mainly work on practical research promotion process, acquire
research methodology and research techniques, and study basic theory and
skills required to achieve the research for the master’s thesis.
In Project Study 1, it aims at acquiring basic theory and skills. First, students
set the contents to study and goal for half year, and set appropriate studying
materials and topics. Students present the studied contents from time to
time in the classes, write comprehensive report in the end of the semester,
and give presentation.
3．Course Schedule
Study and research plan are made after consulting with advisors.
4．References
References are decided after consulting with advisors.
5．Assessment
Grades are based on performance, presentation, and report.
６．Keywords

—
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Project Study 2 （課題研究Ⅱ）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st Year
1st or 2nd
2
Advisors

1．Aims
The aims of the course are that students experience practical research
promotion process and acquire research methodology, research techniques,
basic theory and skills.
2．Summary
In Project Study 2, students develop the contents achieved in the Project
Study 1, set study theme which is closer to the research theme for master’s
thesis, investigate related research fields, investigate research promotion
process with conducting case-study. Students write the report about the
studied contents in the end of the semester, and give presentation
3．Course Schedule
Study and research plan are made after consulting with advisors.
4．References
References are decided after consulting with advisors.
5．Assessment
Grades are based on performance, presentation, and report.
６．Keywords

—
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Project Study 3 （課題研究Ⅲ）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

2nd Year
1st or 2nd
2
Advisors

1．Aims
The aims of the course are that students experience practical research
promotion process and acquire research methodology, research techniques,
basic theory and skills.
2．Summary
In Project 3, students investigate, develop, construct the research themes
continuing from Project Study 2, write the report about the research themes
and give presentation about the research result.

3．Course Schedule
Study and research plan are made after consulting with advisors.
4．References
References are decided after consulting with advisors.
5．Assessment
Grades are based on performance, presentation, and report.
６．Keywords

—
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System Information Science Research （システム情報科学研究）
School year
Semester
Credits
Instructor

1st through 2nd Year
All year
4
Advisors

1．Aims
The course improves the capability as engineers and researchers through the
research.
2．Summary
Students set their own research themes from the wide-ranging areas of
Systems Information Science, conduct research under the direction of
advisors, write master’s thesis, and give presentation. They acquire skills to
extract problems to study, make research process, describe the research
results with sentences, and give presentation through the research
experience．
3．Course Schedule
Research plan are made after consulting with advisors.
Submission of research plan, participation in interim presentation session, and
submission of master’s thesis are required.
4．References
5．Assessment
Grades are based on screening master’s thesis or specific theme according
to the school rules.
６．Keywords

—
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